Cannabis Countdown: Estimating the Size of Illegal Markets and Lost Tax Revenue Post-Legalization

As Canada ends the prohibition of recreational marijuana, our projections indicate a continuing black market and shortages of legal marijuana supply that will result in forgone tax revenues in the first year of legalization.
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With Canada ending the legal prohibition of recreational marijuana as of October 17, 2018, governments across the country have been mobilizing to tackle the many policy challenges. But there has been a lack of policy discussion on whether supply from existing authorized producers will be sufficient to meet expected demand.

This *Commentary* contributes to the literature by estimating the size of the marijuana black market during the first year of legalization, October 2018 – September 2019. These estimates take into account legal-illegal price differences as well as the gap between market demand and available legal supply. Our results show that both pricing and supply shortages will contribute to maintaining the black market, resulting in lost tax revenues and a continued need to spend significant resources on law enforcement activities related to the market. Our projections indicate the size of the black market, including legal supply shortages, will be about 380 tonnes, or at least $2.5 billion during the first year of legalization.

This further suggests that forgone government revenues based on the coordinated excise tax framework and GST/HST/QST could be about $800 million. This loss can be attributed to a shifting mix of black market activity and legal market supply shortages, depending on the legal price and availability of supply. Using midpoint estimates for demand, our supply projections indicate that at $9 per gram, 87 percent of the resulting tax loss would be attributed to the black market and the remaining 13 percent to supply shortage in the legal market.

There are various options that Canadian governments could employ to reduce this potential loss. Provinces should ensure regulations facilitate a competitive and convenient legal retail market. The federal government should focus on ensuring that it does not impede production more than is necessary to protect public health so there will be enough legal marijuana to supply these retail outlets. In addition, the federal government and Health Canada should develop regulations for edible and concentrated marijuana products. These products are already available on the black market, providing it a significant competitive advantage since they will not be part of the legal regime, at least at first. While our results predict initial shortages in legal supply, the market should be able to adjust as time goes on.
On Oct. 17, 2018, Canada will become the second country, after Uruguay, to legalize the production and retail distribution of recreational marijuana.

There are many concerns about the effects of legal access, such as the long-run health impact on youth, whether marijuana acts as a possible gateway drug to illegal substances, whether it results in an increase in impaired driving and so forth. This Commentary addresses a different concern: the likely size of the black market after legalization. From a policy perspective, this is crucial, as the federal government has made it clear that a key objective of legalization is the elimination of black markets and their associated criminal activities (LeBlanc and Hagar, 2017).

In this respect, federal and provincial governments have agreed to keep marijuana taxes low, with an excise tax that is the higher of either $1 per gram or 10 percent of the producer’s selling price (Department of Finance 2017a). The federal, provincial and territorial governments have further agreed to a coordinated excise taxation framework where the federal government will keep 25 percent of tax revenues up to $100 million with the remainder going to the provinces (Department of Finance 2017b). As well, Ottawa has articulated a target price of around $10 per gram.

However, large black markets are likely to remain, even with quite modest tax regimes. Regardless of any significant legal-illegal price differential, a black market will clearly thrive if legal domestic supply is not able to meet demand. This is particularly relevant given the current ease in ordering illegal marijuana online and the ability of firms to deliver products to consumers through innocent parties such as Canada Post (Perkel 2017). Indeed, the website www.weedmaps.com allows consumers to locate distributors by geographic location.

This Commentary contributes to the literature by estimating the size of the marijuana black market during the first year of legalization, October 2018 – September 2019. These estimates are constructed taking into account legal-illegal price differences as well as the gap between market demand and available legal supply. Our research makes another important contribution by attempting to capture total demand and supply by not only using data

---

1 Manitoba is the only province that did not agree to the coordinated excise tax framework. It is assumed throughout that Manitoba has an excise tax for cannabis that is similar to the coordinated framework: a federal rate of 25 cents per gram or 2.5 percent, whichever is higher, and an additional 75 cents or 7.5 percent, whichever is higher, in provincial excise tax.

2 Sen and Wyonch (2017) demonstrate how even small increases in taxation can lead to large illegal markets.

3 Consumers will have the ability to grow their own marijuana as an alternative to either legal or illegal retail. It is unclear how many people will choose this option, and though it is legal, this consumption would not be taxed. For the purposes of this analysis, we assume that the amount of home-grown marijuana is negligible to the total volume of the market. We justify this assumption with the observation that Canadians are allowed to make their own wine and beer and grow tobacco for personal use, and those activities are minor in terms of the total alcohol and tobacco markets.
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on dried flowers but also by including edibles and edible oils and converting them into dried marijuana equivalents based on dosage. We use these estimates to calculate potential losses in government tax revenue corresponding to both supply shortages and illegal activity.

Our results indicate that at current production levels, legal supply will meet only roughly 30 percent to 60 percent of total demand. This large interval arises because of the difficulty associated with predicting actual market demand. Still, the important policy conclusion is that there will not be enough legal supply, especially during the first half of the year following legalization, primarily because of the slow rate of licensing producers. Shortages in legal supply will likely be short lived due to the increase in licensed producers and the expansion of production capacities over time. There is also a possibility of legal supply meeting legal demand simply because many consumers choose the black market as their source of supply.

When considering the black market and supply shortages, the total lost marijuana tax revenues from the proposed federal excise, goods and services taxes, and provincial sales taxes is about $800 million in the first year. These are significant losses, and the federal government should take immediate steps to ensure that regulatory barriers do not unnecessarily hinder licensed producers from producing adequate supply to meet national demand.

The loss in tax revenue is especially large considering our projections indicate that federal and provincial revenues from excise and sales taxes on marijuana will only be about $300 – $600 million in the first year of legalization. Indeed, if the entire marijuana market were supplied legally and taxed, the potential revenue from both excise and goods and services taxes would be about $1.3 billion. In addition, to improving the competitiveness of the legal market with the existing black market, Health Canada should develop regulations for the sale of edible and concentrated marijuana products. To further minimize black market activity, the provinces should ensure their policies are conducive to competitive retail distribution with similar prices to those in the black market. As well, both levels of government need to increase enforcement of marijuana laws at the outset of legalization.

**There and Back Again: Legal Marijuana in Canada**

A brief history of marijuana in Canada, how prohibition came about and was subsequently loosened provides useful context for the current state of affairs in the regulated cannabis industry. Marijuana was made illegal in Canada in 1923 when the Minister of Health added it, without explanation, to *The Opium and Narcotic Drug Act, 1911* during a review of the legislation. In 1938, Parliament enacted laws that prohibited the cultivation of cannabis without a permit obtained by Health Canada.

Canada is also party to a number of UN conventions and associated measures to limit trade in illicit drugs enacted through *the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act*. The cumulative effect is that Canada and other parties must limit trade in such drugs to medical and scientific purposes, make their non-medical possession and trade a criminal offence, impose punishments for these offences and develop measures to reduce demand (Mackay and Phillips 2016). Since its prohibition, non-medicinal cannabis use has been the subject of numerous government commissions and committee reports that have

---

4 Note that “legal supply” here refers to commercially produced legal supply and does not include home-grown marijuana.

5 While marijuana was illegal for recreational consumption, cultivation of hemp for textiles and scientific research was allowed prior to 1938.
concluded that prohibition is not sufficient to discourage use and that attempting to ban marijuana entails a host of negative consequences that outweigh the possible benefits. As a result, prohibition is infeasible policy in the long run.6

Despite being illegal for almost a century, Canada has a prolific and highly functional marijuana black market, as do many other countries. Between 2010 and 2015, 135 nations accounting for 92 percent of the world population reported varying degrees of direct or indirect illegal cannabis production to the UN Office of Drugs and Crime (UNODC 2017).7 Statistics Canada estimates that Canadians consumed about 775 tonnes of cannabis in 2017 (Statistics Canada 2018a). Furthermore, a BC study that analyzes illegal grow operations estimates that province had up to 17,500 “grow-ops” in 2000 (Easton 2004).

One-in-three Canadian cannabis users report obtaining their supply from family or friends. Only 14 percent of survey respondents accessed cannabis through an online licensed producer and 9 percent grew the product themselves (Statistics Canada 2018b).8 After legalization, an illegal marijuana market will remain through informal networks of peers who have trust relationships and find illegal supply convenient and easy to access.

In addition, there are also the illegal dispensaries to consider. A quick scan of weedmaps.com reveals a significant number of brick and mortar stores in Toronto and Vancouver. As well, there are numerous cross-country and local delivery online services. Indeed, there were more than 100 such delivery services advertised in each of Canada’s four largest cities (Table 1).

Currently, a shopper can survey lists of available products and their qualities and prices, read reviews of open dispensaries and make a choice about where to purchase. These retail outlets offer more products than will be available in the legal market. Among them: high THC inhalable concentrates such as hashish or “shatter;” edible products from brownies to chocolate bars; topical moisturizers; bath bombs and so forth. In contrast, the legal market will initially supply only dried marijuana and cannabis oils intended for ingestion. The current availability of a range of products at differing prices and qualities from dispensaries and online retail suggests that a profitable illegal market will remain after legalization. The key point is that the availability of such edible, topical and concentrated marijuana products gives the illegal market an advantage over the legal market, which will not supply these products, at least at the outset.

### Table 1: Illegal Storefronts Advertised on June 6, 2018

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Storefronts</th>
<th># of Products</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Montreal</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toronto</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calgary</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vancouver</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: weedmaps.com.

---

6 See Le Dain, Lehmann and Stein (1972) and Senate Special Committee on Illegal Drugs (2002).

7 The actual amount of cannabis produced annually is difficult to assess, given that most indicators come from law enforcement bodies and reflect the amounts seized, not produced. Based on quantities of cannabis intercepted, UNODC reports that trafficking seems to have stabilized, with 6,000 tonnes of cannabis herb (dried cannabis leaves or flowers) and 1,300 tonnes of resin (processed byproduct of the plant that is generally of higher potency) intercepted annually (UNODC 2017).

8 There is some overlap in responses, as multiple responses were permitted. Nearly three-quarters (72 percent) of cannabis users reported obtaining cannabis from a single source.
Production, consumption and access to marijuana in Canada are currently governed by the Access to Cannabis for Medical Purposes Regulations (ACMPR). These regulations came into effect on Aug. 24, 2016, replacing the Marihuana for Medical Purposes Regulations (MMPR) (Health Canada 2016a). Under the ACMPR, retail storefronts remain illegal, but the regulations allow for both a commercial industry and personal production for medical purposes. Applications for licensing to produce marijuana are submitted to Health Canada for a decision. Health Canada also inspects producers in order to ensure compliance with all regulations. It is also responsible for reviewing applications from individuals who want to produce a limited amount of cannabis for their own medical purposes or want permission to delegate production to another individual.

Physicians act as gatekeepers in terms of prescribing the amount of dried marijuana that individuals are allowed to legally consume. Individuals can access marijuana legally by placing orders directly with authorized producers, by growing their own plants or by designating another individual as a producer, with Health Canada’s permission. Individuals granted a licence to grow marijuana plants have to be specific about whether they will be grown indoors or outdoors. If outdoors, they must confirm that the production facilities are not adjacent to a school, public playground, daycare or other public places largely frequented by children. Individuals are also responsible for safe storage and securing their marijuana products.

In the current regulatory environment, firms that want to supply recreational marijuana post-legalization must apply for a licence under the ACMPR as a producer of medical marijuana. When the legislation that allows for production, distribution, sale and possession of cannabis for non-medicinal purposes takes effect in October, a producer licensed under the current regime will automatically be licensed to continue those activities for medicinal and/or recreational cannabis under the Cannabis Act.

The Commercial Cannabis Industry

Since the creation of a commercial medical marijuana industry in 2013, there has been, unsurprisingly, a rather sharp increase in commercial activity. Production, sales, inventories and the number of licensed producers have all been increasing (Figure 1). Since the beginning of 2016, production has increased at a compound annual rate of 131 percent. Sales grew faster than inventories, 152 percent annually compared to inventories at 117 percent. The number of producers has also increased. Only 27 producers were licensed between 2013 and the beginning of 2016. By the end of 2017, this number had more than tripled to 84. As of June 30, 2018, the number

---

9 In 2013, the Marihuana for Medical Purposes Regulations (MMPR) enabled the existence of a commercial industry that could legally produce and distribute marijuana for medical needs. These regulations also eliminated the ability of medical patients to grow their own marijuana or designate another person to produce it for them. In 2016, the Federal Court invalidated MMPR because: “... the regulatory restrictions in the MMPR upon the individuals ... does not bear a connection to the objective of the legislation and is therefore arbitrary. The access restrictions did not prove to reduce risk to health and safety or to improve access to marihuana – the purported objectives of the regulation.” (Allard, Beemish, Hebert, Davey 2016).

10 Bill C-45, An Act respecting cannabis and to amend the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act, the Criminal Code and other Acts (the Cannabis Act).

11 Since the inception of the legal commercial market, inventories have increased more than production, less sales, in most quarters. The source of this additional inventory is unclear.
of authorized medical cannabis producers stood at 112.

This growth is a result of businesses and government preparing for the legalization of recreational marijuana consumption and possession. However, of all the producers licensed at the end of 2017, 40.5 percent had been licensed within the last six months of that year. This is important because producers must still obtain a sales licence after an inspection of their production facility.\(^{12}\) In addition, there is a three-to-nine-month required gestation period between receiving a production licence and the ability to harvest a crop.\(^{13}\) Furthermore, the product likely requires additional processing before being delivered to market. Therefore, it is highly unlikely that firms authorized from January 2017 onwards will be able to supply marijuana to consumers when the recreational product becomes legal on October 17.

---

12 Health Canada has streamlined a number of processes related to obtaining the necessary security screenings and sales and production licences in order to reduce the time required to process applications. See Improving the Licensing of Production of Cannabis For Medical Purposes at https://www.canada.ca/en/health-canada/news/2017/05/improving_the/licensingofproductionofcannabisformedicalpurposes.html.

13 Variable gestation times are required for crops grown from seedlings and seeds and depend on the licensed producer’s ability to purchase or transfer immature plants from another licensed facility.
Estimating Demand and Supply

To determine the potential for market imbalances in the budding legal recreational market, we construct estimates of demand and supply. We then estimate the potential excise and tax revenue shortfalls that stem from production capacities or inventories being insufficient to supply the recreational market, as if there were no black market activity. Potential tax revenue losses due to supply shortfalls will likely be overstated, since the black market will not be immediately eliminated. We extend the analysis to consider the illicit market and prices and attribute potential tax losses to either black market activity or insufficient legal supply.

Demand

The first step is to construct measures of marijuana demand. We use estimates of actual and projected recreational marijuana consumption in other jurisdictions to make projections for the Canadian market. These estimates are benchmarked with market volume estimates from official government sources.\(^{14}\)

The Parliamentary Budgetary Office (PBO) estimates 655 tonnes of marijuana will be consumed in Canada in 2018 (PBO 2016). Statistics Canada, using health, addiction, drug and alcohol usage surveys collected over 50 years, estimates domestic consumption of about 646 tonnes to 698 tonnes in 2015 (Macdonald and Rotermann 2017). We use these estimates as possible measures of post-legalization demand.

We construct additional measures by estimating recreational marijuana demand through mapping pre- and post-legalization estimates of market demand in Colorado and Washington, in per-capita terms, to the Canadian market.\(^{15}\) The Marijuana Policy Group, a Denver-based economic and policy consulting firm, estimated 2014 Colorado marijuana consumption of 121.4 tonnes (Light et al. 2014). However, this estimate is based only on the consumption of dried flowers. In order to express consumption in per-capita terms, we convert market-volume estimates into grams and then divide the number by the population that was at least 21, the legal consumption age in 2014 (Table 2).

The 2015 annual update of the Marijuana Enforcement Division of the Colorado Department of Revenue reports that 109,578 pounds of medical and 38,660 pounds of recreational flowers were sold in 2014, the first year of legalization. In addition, some 4.8 million units of edible products were sold in the same year (Brohl, Kammerzell and Koski 2015). The challenge is to somehow convert the edibles into comparable dried flower equivalents. Most edible products sold in Colorado contain more than one 10 milligram serving. Colorado imposes no limit on the amount of Tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) – the main psychoactive compound in marijuana – medical edibles may contain, while recreational products are limited to 100 milligrams of THC per edible. Given the range of products available, we assume a standard concentration of 100 milligrams per edible. In addition, the method of consumption matters: marijuana has different effects on the body, depending on whether it is inhaled or ingested. Calculations based upon different uptake routes and speeds for psychoactive compounds estimate that

\(^{14}\) Another approach to estimate marijuana demand would be through a structural model as done by Jacobi and Sovinsky (2016) using Australian data. However, we are unaware of comparable Canadian data that would enable us to construct a similar model.

\(^{15}\) The pre-legalization demand estimate for marijuana in Colorado is included for completeness. Basing demand estimates on only post-legalization outcomes risks dramatically underestimating real underlying demand as only the legal market is measured. Pre-legalization estimates include black market considerations.
one milligram of THC in edible form is equivalent to 5.71 milligrams in smokable form (Orens et al. 2015). 16

Meanwhile, Washington state allows for the sale of cannabis oils and extracts that will not be available in the legal market in Canada at the outset of legalization. To incorporate them into estimates of total demand, these more concentrated products are converted to their equivalent in dried marijuana by relative average THC content. Since both concentrated extracts and dried marijuana are inhaled, the pharmacokinetic effects are similar, and the amount of psychoactive substance is the appropriate comparator (Orens et al. 2015).

Canadian market demand estimates are calculated by multiplying per-capita consumption estimates by the number of persons of legal age to purchase cannabis (aged 18 and over, or 19 and over, depending on province) 17 in Canada (29,405,587) in 2017. Table 2 displays these estimates as well as demand estimates for Washington and Colorado.

Taken together, these estimates form an interval within which national demand should fall during the first year of legalization. The average of Canadian demand estimates, including and excluding extracts and edibles, show about 600 tonnes of marijuana as the total market demand for marijuana. Given the similarity of the estimates and the uncertainty surrounding Canadian demand for edibles and extracts, we use the 95-percent-confidence interval of demand associated with the average, excluding derivative marijuana products. A valid criticism might be that this interval (384 tonnes to 800 tonnes) is quite large. It is similar, however, to the range of demand estimated by the PBO, which projects demand between 378 tonnes and 1,017 tonnes in 2018.

Similarly, Statistics Canada estimates household marijuana consumption of 773 tonnes in 2017 (Statistics Canada 2018a). In addition, a larger interval of demand estimates is prudent, given the variable nature of retail distribution that has emerged. Specifically, unlike in Colorado and Washington, Canadian consumers will not be restricted to brick and mortar retail outlets, as they will also be able to order online. This is relevant, as some consumers may initially be apprehensive about being seen at marijuana outlets. However, the ability to make online purchases and maintain relative anonymity might actually result in much larger demand in comparison to what occurred in the states that have legalized marijuana.

Supply

Constructing an estimate of legal national supply is challenging. Current sales numbers are limited to medical marijuana. However, current medicinal marijuana producers will also supply the recreational market, meaning current inventories are growing in anticipation of the recreational market. But historical market data reflect limited production and are not current enough to get an accurate picture of the recent growth in production capacities of existing and new marijuana producers.

Still, inventory, production, sales and other medical marijuana market data are available from Health Canada from the second quarter of 2014 to the first quarter of 2018. Using this publicly available data, we can analyze the relationship between the number of producers, production, sales and inventory in dried marijuana and cannabis oil. We use the average dosage equivalency (1.2 gram oil = 1 gram dried) to convert cannabis

---

16 For calculation details, see the Appendix.
17 For provinces and territories yet to set the minimum legal age to purchase recreational marijuana, we assume the federal minimum age of 18.
The resulting estimates of total marijuana inventories (including cannabis oil and dried marijuana) show that licensed producer inventories grew by 132 percent, from 22.6 tonnes at the end of 2016 to 52.4 tonnes at the end of 2017. In the same time frame, 67.5 tonnes of cannabis were produced, of which 58.7 tonnes were sold to medicinal consumers.

To estimate the marijuana supply available to the future recreational market, we first analyzed current marijuana market data to establish relationships among inventories in dried marijuana equivalent,
the number of producers and the quantity that each produces. An increase in authorized producers should be associated with more supply and inventory.

The number of licensed producers is lagged by nine months (three quarters) in order to take into account the gestation period between obtaining approval and actually being able to sell marijuana products. To account for efficiency gains as producer capacities grow, the regression includes the amount produced per producer. To account for the medicinal market, the amount of medical marijuana sold per producer is also included. The resulting estimate shows that each additional licensed producer contributes 1,150 kilograms of inventory nine months after beginning production (Table A-1), which is statistically significant at the 1-percent level.

To estimate the supply of marijuana that will be available for recreational consumption, we (a) assume that Health Canada will continue to license producers at the average rate of the last year (16.5 per quarter), (b) project production capacity increases based on the historical quadratic trend (R²=0.92) and (c) also project medicinal sales based on their quadratic trend over time (R²=99). We project a quadratic growth trend in production capacity because it takes time to build the facilities and receive all the necessary regulatory checks before producing for the recreational market. Also, prior to the federal government announcing its intention to legalize, legal marijuana production capacity was aimed at supplying the medicinal market. The market data covers a period of rapid expansion in capacity to supply the soon-to-be-legal recreational market. Given the potential for a supply shortage, rapid growth in production capacity can be expected as producers expand to meet this new demand.

The resulting estimate shows that marijuana available to supply the recreational market will total about 210 tonnes by the end of the first year of legalization (Table 3). The implication here is that sales to medicinal consumers will maintain previous growth and that any production and inventory in excess of these sales would be directed to the recreational market. Inventory should be thought of as accumulation of production in excess of medicinal consumption, not as held inventories.

**ESTIMATING TAX LOSS**

**Tax Losses Due To Supply Shortages**

Using the average of estimates for marijuana demand and the above supply estimate, we can examine the implications of the supply shortage for tax revenues. Assuming the existing inventories would be completely exhausted to serve the legal recreational market, we estimate potential tax loss for the first year of legalization based on a pre-tax price of $9 per gram, consistent with the average price listed by ACMPR producers in 2017 (Martin 2018). Additionally, we assume the per-capita demand is uniformly distributed among the population that is of legal age to consume.

The taxes applied are an excise tax of $1 per gram and sales tax at the relevant federal/provincial rate. The legal supply of marijuana will likely meet only about 38 percent of total market demand in

---

19 Data on the volume of sales, production and inventory are sourced from Health Canada's quarterly ACMPR market data from April 2014 to March 2018. Market data from April 2017 to March 2018 is monthly. To remain consistent with previous quarters, this data is aggregated to quarterly. The number of producers is sourced from Health Canada's public listing of all active marijuana licences and their date of initial licensing.

20 For details and alternative model specifications that we consider, see Appendix.
Table 3: Projecting Available Marijuana Supply

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Number of Licensed Producers (nine-month lag)</th>
<th>Average Production Capacity (tonnes)</th>
<th>Inventory of Marijuana (tonnes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2018Q1</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>61.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018Q2</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>84.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018Q3</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>122.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018Q4</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>146.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019Q1</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>171.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019Q2</td>
<td>127.5</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>201.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019Q3</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>231.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors’ calculations.

first year. The estimated shortage of legal supply is associated with about $380 million in lost excise tax revenues and an additional $426 million loss in provincial and federal sales taxes (Table 4). If the entire marijuana market were legally supplied and taxed, total revenues from excise and sales taxes would be about $1.3 billion. With the projected supply shortage, however, tax revenues will only be about $490 million.

**Tax Losses Due to Legal-Illegal Price Differentials**

The estimates of potential tax loss in the previous section are relative to the theoretical ideal, where all consumption immediately switches from the illicit market to the legal one. This does not take into account Canada’s existing prolific black market for marijuana. The budding legal market will have to compete with the illicit market. To put the new market in a more realistic context, this section considers price in the black market in comparison to price and supply estimates for the legal market and estimates potential tax losses attributable to supply shortages, legal and illegal price differentials, and the associated black market activity.

Price and convenience are the two most important areas where the legal market will have to compete with the illicit market to get consumers to change their behaviour. Daily users of cannabis will make up the bulk of recreational demand and are also the most price sensitive (PBO 2016). Approximately 56 percent of cannabis users in Canada consume it in some form at least weekly (Statistics Canada 2018b). In addition, results from Washington state following a tax change showed that a 2.3 percent increase in the price of marijuana decreased demand by 0.95 percent (Hansen et al. 2017). Consumers did not decrease their marijuana consumption but instead appeared to substitute

---

21 This represents the midpoint estimate for demand. Over the 95-percent-confidence interval of demand for marijuana, legal supply will meet 30 percent to 60 percent of market demand. Using the lowest (197 tonnes) and highest (947 tonnes) estimates from the sample of marijuana markets suggests legal supply would meet 25 percent to 75 percent of total demand.
cheaper, lower-quality products. To determine the share of the market that will switch to legal supply, we replicate the PBO results to translate the reported point estimates to a continuous function. The above equation is estimated from the point estimates of demand elasticity between illegal and legal markets due to price differentials reported in PBO (2016), Figure 3.

Due to the availability of online ordering for legal marijuana, we assume that the legal market will be competitive with the illicit market in convenience to consumers. We use the estimated relationship between legal market share and market prices to model different legal market price scenarios and calculate their associated tax losses. Tax rates are applied consistent with the coordinated taxation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Demand (tonnes)</th>
<th>Excise Tax Loss ($millions)</th>
<th>Sales Tax Loss ($millions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Canada (total)</td>
<td>610.6</td>
<td>379.5</td>
<td>425.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Columbia</td>
<td>81.2</td>
<td>37.8</td>
<td>31.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alberta</td>
<td>69.6</td>
<td>32.4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saskatchewan</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manitoba</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario</td>
<td>235.0</td>
<td>109.6</td>
<td>105.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quebec</td>
<td>142.1</td>
<td>66.2</td>
<td>79.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Brunswick</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nova Scotia</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prince Edward Island</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newfoundland and Labrador</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Territories</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal Government</td>
<td></td>
<td>101.0</td>
<td>181.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors’ calculations.
framework for cannabis and current provincial and federal sales taxes (GST/HST/PST/QST).24

Historically, the price per gram for legal medicinal marijuana has averaged about $8.37 to $9.52 (Martin 2018). There will likely be some variation in the final retail price for recreational marijuana as different provinces have different tax rates, procurement agreements and retail distribution chains. Average prices for the illicit market range from $5.86 to $9.51 per gram, depending on province (Statistics Canada 2018a).

To investigate the potential effects of supply shortages in the retail market context, we estimate legal market share and tax losses associated with prices in the legal market of $8 to $10 per gram (before taxes). At $8, legal supplies will meet about 60 percent of demand, as the price is low enough to switch users to legal consumption. At $10, however, legal demand makes up only about 37 percent of total demand, and legal supply will be adequate to serve about 96 percent of this demand (Figure 2).

The resulting tax losses related to both the black market and supply shortages similarly shift with price. Using the midpoint demand estimate of 592 tonnes and a before-tax price of $9 per gram, we calculate tax losses associated with both aspects of the market. Results show that the black market remains the larger concern, with its activity associated with nearly $700 million annually in lost tax revenue (Table 5). Supply shortages,

---
24 At the time of writing in September 2018, Manitoba had not signed on to the coordinated taxation framework. We assume that taxes in Manitoba will be consistent with the coordinated framework.
Table 5: Tax Losses at Midpoint Demand Estimate and a Before-Tax Legal Price of $9/g

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Black Market</th>
<th>Supply Shortage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Excise Tax Loss</td>
<td>Sales Tax Loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada (total)</td>
<td>327.4</td>
<td>367.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Columbia</td>
<td>35.1</td>
<td>27.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alberta</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saskatchewan</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manitoba</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario</td>
<td>97.7</td>
<td>90.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quebec</td>
<td>55.9</td>
<td>68.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Brunswick</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nova Scotia</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prince Edward Island</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newfoundland and Labrador</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Territories</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal Government</td>
<td><strong>81.8</strong></td>
<td>147.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors' calculations.

however, will still likely cause significant tax losses totaling about $100 million in the first full year of legalization. 25

**Policy Implications and Conclusions**

Many of the critical questions regarding the actual implementation of marijuana legalization have been answered. However, there has been a lack of policy discussion on whether supply from existing authorized producers will be sufficient to meet expected demand. Clearly, this is important as a thriving black market can exist when the prices of legal and illegal products are comparable and supply is insufficient to meet demand. Our results

---

25 Note that this estimate of tax losses attributable to supply shortages in legal marijuana incorporates consideration for the black market and is significantly lower than those in the previous section which considered total recreational marijuana demand.
show that both pricing and supply shortages will contribute to maintaining the black market, resulting in lost tax revenues and a continued need to spend significant resources on law enforcement activities related to the market. Our projections indicate the size of the black market, including legal supply shortages, will be about 380 tonnes, or at least $2.5 billion during the first year of legalization. Our results suggest that federal and provincial revenues from excise and sales taxes on marijuana will only be about $300 – $600 million in the first year of legalization. The revenues forgone due to continuing black market activity and potential supply shortages, however, could be much higher – about $800 million.

This loss can be attributed to a shifting mix of black market activity and legal market supply shortages, depending on the legal price and availability of supply. There is significant uncertainty around a number of variables that would affect actual tax losses, including recreational demand post-legalization and prices in the legal and illegal market. Using midpoint estimates for demand, our supply projections indicate that at $9 per gram, 87 percent of the resulting tax loss would be attributed to the black market and the remaining 13 percent to supply shortage in the legal market. By extension, if the federal government were to change policies to prevent these supply shortages, it could result in increased tax revenues of about $100 million, with $40 million of this going into Ottawa’s coffers.

There are various options that the federal government could employ to reduce this potential loss. Health Canada could further streamline the application and approval process for production and sales licences, or dedicate more resources to the processing of existing applications, which would increase legal supply faster. Another option to avoid a supply shortage would be to further delay the effective legalization of marijuana until production and inventory levels are more likely to meet legal demand, which the government has already done by delaying the effective date of legalization from July 1 to October 17. However, we do not recommend further delay, mainly because it ignores the existence of the prolific black market. Even if legal supply falls short of market demand, any consumers that switch to the legal market will be guaranteed a product safe from harmful contaminants, the consumption and corporate income will be taxed and the revenues won’t fund other criminal activities.

In addition, the federal government and Health Canada should develop regulations for edible and concentrated marijuana products. These products are already available on the black market, providing a significant black market competitive advantage since they will not be part of the legal regime, at least at first. Edible products are a popular form of consumption and consumers may choose to purchase pre-made edibles from the black market instead of using legal cannabis oil to make their own. Survey results from the first quarter of 2018 indicate that 28 percent of cannabis users consume edibles, 11 percent consume hashish, 11 percent use oil cartridges or vape pens and 8 percent use solid concentrates (Statistics Canada 2018b). All these products are currently available for purchase on the black market, but will not be available at legal retail locations. The black market in Canada has been diversifying in product offerings and quality ranges. If the legal market is to be competitive, the federal government should not allow continued retail prohibition of cannabis-derived products.26

---

26 The illicit market can offer a wider variety of products, but may have more difficulty in establishing a brand as a signal of consistency or quality, as any brand recognition is inherently associated with openly advertising illegal activity. For their part, legal producers must comply with strict labelling and branding requirements that restrict legal producers but not illegal. It is unclear which market segment will have the better ability to establish brand power with consumers.
Provincial governments also have a role to play in ensuring the competitiveness of the legal market. They should increase law enforcement activities related to the black market at the outset of legalization. Doing so makes participating in the black market less attractive because the risk of getting caught is higher. Those that choose to continue doing business in the illegal market will demand higher prices for marijuana than they otherwise would to compensate for the increased risk of getting caught.

In addition, the provinces regulate retail distribution, and customer experience and convenience will matter when battling it out with the black market. Retail outlets and delivery services will have to be conveniently located or easy to access and there need to be enough retail channels to meet market demand. Quebec, PEI, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia have opted for a government monopoly on retail and distribution. Nova Scotia is the only province to decide to sell marijuana out of existing liquor outlets, leveraging an already existing retail network. Other provinces that have opted for government monopoly will not have enough retail outlets to compete with the black market. Whether these provinces will be able to offer recreational consumers convenient access to legal marijuana will depend on their online ordering systems.

For its part, Ontario has opted for private retail but due to the new government’s shift from the previously planned Crown corporation monopoly, will not have physical retail locations prior to April 1, 2019. While private retail will allow for greater retail coverage quickly and is ultimately a beneficial change, the delay in developing the licensing regime leaves five months when Ontario will be completely dependent on its online retail system to supply recreational consumers and compete with the black market. If retail distribution systems are not competitive with illicit suppliers, then the potential supply shortage in legal marijuana will be overshadowed by continuing black market activity.

A continuing black market and shortages of legal marijuana supply have societal impacts that extend far beyond tax revenues. For the general public, the continuation of the black market has negative health implications for recreational consumers and its revenues can fund criminal activities. Black market marijuana is not subject to regulations that ensure a product free from contaminants such as heavy metals, molds and harmful pesticides. A shortage in supply could temporarily increase prices in the legal market, making the black market relatively more attractive. For recreational consumers, this becomes a personal choice about whether they believe the consumption of black market marijuana is worth the associated health risks or whether legally regulated supply is worth the extra cost. Some consumers may simply choose not to consume marijuana unless the price of legally supplied product becomes acceptable to them (obviously, for some people, there is no price at which they will choose to consume recreational marijuana).

Shortage in a legal and regulated supply of marijuana could also adversely affect medicinal consumers. For them, marijuana consumption may not be a choice and a supply shortage could put some people in the position of choosing black market marijuana or spending significantly more for a guaranteed product. Unfortunately, the government has not made a clear distinction between cannabis used for medical purposes and recreational cannabis in the post-legalization era. As a result, in the event of a supply disruption, the market will not be able to prioritize patients who need cannabis for medical purposes and those who use it for recreational purposes.

Meanwhile, the 2018 Federal Budget provided an exemption from excise duties for “low-THC products, including low-THC cannabidiol oils, which are sometimes used by children facing certain medical conditions, and prescription pharmaceutical products that are derived from cannabis (Government of Canada 2018).” This tax exemption does give some relative price subsidization for medicinal consumers. Given that our estimates show that a supply shortage is likely, however, it is
unclear that this tax exemption will be sufficient to ensure a reliable supply for medicinal consumers. This is a concern that governments should address immediately. Licensed producers are likely to prioritize medicinal customers that order directly from their websites but may have reason to increase prices in medicinal and recreational markets if supply shortages manifest.

Health Canada has been licensing more producers in preparation for legalization. However, the time to germinate, grow, harvest, test, process, pack and ship a product to market means that, at least in the short term, there is a real likelihood of supply shortages in the legal market. Under UN agreements pertaining to limiting the trade in illegal drugs, countries may allow exceptions for medicinal and scientific purposes. Health Canada recently published market data on imports and exports of medical marijuana. Allowing international trade of medicinal marijuana is a prudent action by the federal government: it will allow licensed producers to import medicinal marijuana from jurisdictions with similar standards, if a shortage arises. In addition, it gives an additional reason to continue licensing producers: in the event of future excess supply, medical marijuana could become a profitable export since producers in Canada have the unique advantage of economies of scale supported by legal recreational consumption.

However, there is significant uncertainty about the scope of international marijuana trade due its illegal status and the considerable obstacles impeding product movement across international borders.

With the legalization of recreational marijuana forthcoming, governments across Canada have mobilized to tackle the myriad policy challenges. Much progress has been made on the reforming of driving and criminal rules, the regulation of retail distribution and agreements on taxation. However, all levels of government still have significant challenges ahead. Provinces should ensure regulations facilitate a competitive and convenient legal retail market. The federal government should focus on ensuring that it does not impede production more than is necessary to protect public health so there will be enough legal marijuana to supply these retail outlets. While our results predict initial shortages in legal supply, the market should be able to adjust as time goes on. It is quite possible that a supply shortage will not manifest in the legal retail market, if a significant number of consumers continue to access marijuana via black market sources. This is not a far-fetched possibility given the ease in ordering marijuana products through apps like weedmaps and the absence of brick and mortar retail locations in Ontario during the first six months of legalization.
APPENDIX

ESTIMATING SUPPLY: METHODS AND REGRESSION RESULTS

To estimate the marijuana supply that will be available to the recreational market, we first analyzed current marijuana market data to establish a relationship among the volume of inventories in dried marijuana equivalent, the number of producers and the quantity that each produces. An increase in authorized producers should be associated with more supply and inventory (Figure 1). The number of licensed producers is lagged by nine months (three quarters) in order to take into account the gestation period between obtaining approval and actually being able to sell dried flowers.

To account for efficiency gains as producer capacities grow, the regression includes the amount produced per producer. To account for the medicinal market, the amount of medical marijuana sold per producer is also included. The resulting estimate shows that each additional licensed producer contributes 1,150 kilograms of inventory nine months after beginning production (Table A-1), which is statistically significant at the one percent level.

We also estimated alternative models to evaluate different market data variables and production lags. Marijuana is an agricultural product that can take about nine months to grow from seed to a processed product ready for consumption. Producers must also apply for a sales licence and have their product inspected by Health Canada before it can be sold. Some producers may be able to transfer partially mature plants from other production facilities, significantly increasing the speed of production. These factors together make it unclear exactly how long it will take the average producer to be able to sell marijuana after first receiving their production licence.

Table A-2 details some alternative model specifications. Ultimately, the choice of production lag matters only if it affects the supply projections: three-, six- or nine-month production lags between licence and first sale do not significantly affect tax-loss estimates.

EQUIVALENCY FACTOR:

Equivalency between different forms and methods of marijuana consumption is important for medical patients, recreational consumers and policy. Canadian marijuana producers are required to list equivalency factors between cannabis oils and grams of smokable product. Physicians write prescriptions in grams of marijuana per day. Equivalency between different products and its meaning must be clearly communicated to patients so that they understand how much they are authorized to order and how much to consume.

In Colorado, the regulation of edible products (House Bill 14-1361) stipulates limits upon marijuana flower portions, “or their equivalent (Orens et al. 2015).”

27 Other market variables considered are overall production and sales volumes. For detailed regression results for those alternative specifications, please contact rwyonch@cdhowe.org.

28 Health Canada (2016b) remarks that: “There are no precise doses or established uniform dosing schedules for products such as fresh marijuana, smoked/vapourized marijuana, or cannabis oil...Other than for products that have received a notice of compliance from Health Canada and a DIN, the dose of cannabis required to achieve therapeutic effects and avoid adverse effects is difficult to estimate and is affected by many variables.”
Physical production, pharmacological/psychoactive effects and market prices are common factors that can be used to calculate an equivalency among marijuana products. Physical equivalency is calculated based on the weight of dried plant used as an input in the derivative product. Pharmacological equivalency is calculated based on the content by weight of psychoactive content (THC/CBD). In addition, the method of consumption matters: marijuana has different effects on the body, depending on whether it is inhaled or ingested. Market price equivalency among different types of marijuana products can be interpreted as a signal of consumer preference equivalency and can inform whether consumers consider quantity of psychoactive content or its effects more strongly when purchasing marijuana products.
Demand: Edibles in Colorado

The 2015 annual update of the Marijuana Enforcement Division of the Colorado Department of Revenue reports that 109,578 pounds of medical and 38,660 pounds of recreational flowers were sold in legalization’s first year. In addition, 4.8 million units of edible products were sold (Brohl, Kammerzell and Koski 2015). There is no limit on the amount of THC that medical edibles may contain, while recreational products are limited to 100 milligrams of THC per edible. Most edible products sold in Colorado contain more than one 10-milligram serving and, given the range of products available, we assume a standard concentration of 100 milligrams per edible.

In addition, the consumption method matters: marijuana has different effects on the body depending on whether it is inhaled or ingested. Dried marijuana contains an inactive form of the psychoactive compound THC (THCa). When dried marijuana is heated, the THCa decarboxylates (loses carbon and oxygen atoms), becomes bioactive and loses about 12.3 percent of its weight. Edible products contain active THC due to the production process. In addition, research suggests that when marijuana is ingested and processed by the liver, it creates THC byproducts that extend the psychoactive effects. Calculations based upon different uptake routes and speeds for psychoactive compounds estimate that one milligram of THC in edible form is equivalent to 5.71 milligrams in smokable form (Orens et al. 2015).

To express edible product sales that occurred in Colorado during 2015 in terms of dried flower equivalent, we use the pharmacokinetic dosage equivalency:

\[
\begin{align*}
4815650 \text{edibles} & \times \frac{10 \text{servings}}{\text{edible}} \times \frac{10 \text{mg}_{\text{THC}}}{1 \text{serving}} \times \frac{1 \text{g}_{\text{dried flower}}}{171 \text{mg}_{\text{THC}}} \times \frac{5.71 \text{g}_{\text{inhaled}}}{1 \text{g}_{\text{inhaled}}} \\
= 16,080328 \text{g} \\
= 16.1 \text{tonnes}
\end{align*}
\]

Demand: Extracts in Washington

Washington state allows for the sale of cannabis oils and extracts that will not be available in the legal market in Canada at the outset of legalization. These more concentrated products are converted to their equivalent in dried marijuana by relative average THC content.\(^2\)

\(^2\) Pharmacokinetic equivalency is further validated by the authors’ finding that Colorado’s market prices reflect, almost identically, the dosing equivalencies found in the pharmacological review.

\(^3\) This equivalency estimate should be taken with more caution than those for Colorado or Canada. The average THC content for Washington estimates is sourced from estimates calculated for Colorado (Orens et al. 2015).
Table A-3: Marijuana Production in Washington State (tonnes of dried marijuana equivalent)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Dried Marijuana</th>
<th>Extracts</th>
<th>Total Marijuana Production</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>35.37</td>
<td>18.23</td>
<td>53.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>86.37</td>
<td>40.17</td>
<td>126.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>113.28</td>
<td>63.04</td>
<td>176.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Data for 2017 were available for only the first four months of the year. These values were summed and multiplied by three to estimate 2017 total demand.

Source: Monthly production data are sourced from the Washington State Liquor and Cannabis Board Marijuana Dashboard and covers the period January 2015 to April 2017.

\[ X_{g_{oil}} \times \frac{1g_{dried\ flower}}{0.28g_{oil}} = X_{g_{dried\ flower}} \]

Since both concentrated extracts and dried marijuana are inhaled, the pharmacokinetic effects are similar, and the amount of psychoactive substance is the appropriate comparator (Orens et al. 2015). The resulting estimates of production in Washington are shown in Table A-3.

**Supply: Cannabis Oil in Canada**

Inventories of marijuana are held in dried marijuana and cannabis oil and reported in kilograms. Cannabis oils are intended for ingestion and contain different amounts of THC/CBD per gram than dried marijuana. The amount of psychoactive compound and its effects must be considered to convert cannabis oil inventories to their dried marijuana equivalent.

In Canada, registered producers are required to list an equivalency for their products. As of Dec. 14, 2017, there were 76 ACMPR producers of cannabis oils (Martin 2017). Using potency data from ACMPR producer websites, we calculate a weight equivalency between cannabis oils and dried flowers in Canada. Cannabis oil potency is listed in milligrams of psychoactive compound per millilitre. This is converted to weight via the commonly listed density for carrier oils used in the production of cannabis oil (1ml=0.92g). Dried flower potency is listed in milligrams of psychoactive compound per gram. The relative potency yields a weight equivalency factor.

To evaluate the estimated equivalency factor, we compare this result to listed average equivalency factors from licensed producer websites. Each licensed producer is required to list millilitres of cannabis oil equivalent to one gram of dried marijuana. There are some limitations to using the producer-posted equivalency factor: some websites do not list an equivalency factor on the public portion and listed equivalencies represent the average or target potency and do not account for potency differences between offerings or production batches. Cannabis oils are intended for consumption and multiple licensed
Table A-4: Equivalency between Dried Marijuana and Cannabis Oil Inventories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Observations</th>
<th>Cannabinoid Content (mg/g)</th>
<th>Equivalency (flower: oil)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mg/mL</td>
<td>mg/g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cannabis oil Product Listings**</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>22.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Producer-Listed Equivalency***</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:
*Does not account for difference in psychoactive effects caused by different consumption methods.
**Equivalency based on individual product listings of dried cannabis and cannabis oil is also sourced from licensed producer websites and was collected by Brad Martin of Martin Consulting on December 14, 2017.
***Listed Equivalency refers to the average equivalency factor listed on ACMPR producer websites. Not all companies list an average equivalency on the public portion of their website, preferring to give individual equivalencies associated with individual products only. Companies included in this calculation are: Cannafarm, Cannimed, Aurora, MedReleaf, Aphria, Tweed, Emblem, Hydropothecary, Tilray, Organigram.

Table A-5: Price Ratios, Equivalency Factors and Consumer Preferences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cannabis Oil</th>
<th>Dried Marijuana</th>
<th>Price Ratio (dried marijuana: cannabis oil)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Purchase Price ($/g)</td>
<td>2.90</td>
<td>9.10</td>
<td>3.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cannabinoid content ($/mg)</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmacokinetic – ($/mg cannabinoid content, adjusted for consumption method)</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>2.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors’ calculation.

producers warn not to smoke or vaporize them. This means that weight-equivalency does not account for the differing pharmacokinetic effects of ingesting and inhaling cannabis. Similar to calculations for market demand, we incorporate the pharmacokinetic effects into our equivalency factor.

\[
equivalency\ factor\ (\text{flower:oil}) = \frac{\text{potency(oil) \times density(oil)}}{\text{potency(dried flower)}} \times \frac{1\ g_{\text{ingested}}}{5.71\ g_{\text{inhaled}}}\]

The resulting estimates show that one gram of dried cannabis is equivalent to about 6.9 grams of oil by weight and about 1.2 grams by psychoactive effect (Table A-4). The equivalency estimated from individual product listings is very similar to those posted by producers.

To determine which equivalency is more relevant to consumers – amount of psychoactive substance or its effects – we examine the price equivalency between dried cannabis and cannabis oil by comparing the market price equivalency by volume of product to that for quantity of psychoactive compound or its effects. The purchase price equivalency is similar to that for the price equivalency of psychoactive effect between dried cannabis and oil (Table A-5). This signals that consumers consider the psychoactive effect more strongly than the amount of psychoactive compound in each cannabis product. In addition, results from Colorado show that price ratios match quite closely with the pharmacokinetic equivalency ratios (Orens et al. 2015). This means that even though consumers may be unaware of the differences in psychoactive effects, prices act as an effective signal. This validates the use of the pharmacokinetic equivalency as the conversion factor for cannabis oil to dried marijuana equivalent. Given the similarity of the equivalency factor, estimates calculated from individual product listings and producer websites, we use the average value of 1.2 grams dried marijuana = one gram cannabis oil to convert licensed producer inventories.
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